Ciereszko, Leon. Printed materials and artifacts, 1915–1917. .33 foot. Collector. Camp Fire Girl instruction manuals for leather and pine needle crafts, a Camp Fire Girl ceremonial dress, and beaded choker necklace. Also included is a booklet from the Camp Fire Outfitting Company describing the ceremonial dress.

Folder:

1. A Camp Fire Girl's ceremonial dress patterned after the dress of the Indian woman. Description: khaki with leather fringes on the sleeves and hem, decorated with brightly-colored beads. The beads are 28-36 inches in length

2. Beaded choker necklace. Description: purple, yellow, and white beads, 23"x2"

3. Booklet: The Shul U Tam Na (In Full Dress-When All Beads on) of the Camp Fire Girls, by Charlotte U. Glick. Published by the Camp Fire Outfitting Co, New York. (1915)
